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Abstract. This paper presents the main approaches used to synthesize talking faces, and provides greater detail on
a handful of these approaches. An attempt is made to distinguish between facial synthesis itself (i.e. the manner in
which facial movements are rendered on a computer screen), and the way these movements may be controlled and
predicted using phonetic input. The two main synthesis techniques (model-based vs. image-based) are contrasted
and presented by a brief description of the most illustrative existing systems. The challenging issues—evaluation,
data acquisition and modeling—that may drive future models are also discussed and illustrated by our current work
at ICP.
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1. Introduction

Since the pioneering work of Parke (1975, 1982, 1996),
Platt (1981) and Waters (1987, 1992), the computer
graphics community has maintained a high level of in-
terest in trying to reproduce realistic facial movements
for speech, facial expression, and for activities such as
chewing or swallowing. A key event in animation was
the film “Tony de Peltrie” (Bergeron and Lachapelle,
1985) produced from the University of Montreal where
the animation (speech and expression) of the face of the
character was the main way of telling the story. This
short film popularized the use of shape interpolation
between key frames for facial animation.

For nearly 30 years the conventional approach to syn-
thesize a face has been to model it as a 3D object. In
these model-based approaches, control parameters are
identified that deform the 3D structure using geomet-
ric, articulatory or muscular models. Nowadays such
comprehensive approaches are challenged by image-
based systems where segments of videos of a speaker
are retrieved and minimally processed before concate-
nation. This evolution, surprisingly, parallels—during

a shorter period—the evolution of acoustic synthesis,
where corpus-based synthesis outperforms parametric
(articulatory then formant) synthesis. The more direct
link between articulation and facial deformation, com-
pared to articulation and acoustics, together with the
need for giving the gift of speech to virtual creatures—
from speaking pets to speaking objects for which we do
not evidently have reference natural stimuli—help, in
case of facial animation, to maintain a balance between
the two approaches.

We will first describe some of the main features of
these two approaches, trying to distinguish between the
plant itself—comprising the parameterization of shape
and appearance of the face—and its control from pho-
netic input. Then we will comment on the few evalu-
ation results by comparing the performance in terms
of intelligibility, ease of comprehension and general
acceptability by end users. We will finally argue for
data-driven comprehensive 3D models of facial defor-
mation that take into account the articulatory degrees
of freedom of the musculo-skeletal system and present
the current work conducted at ICP using video-based
motion capture data.
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2. Model-Based Visual Synthesis

The models that will be presented in this section have
in common the aim of reproducing visible 3D facial
movements with realistic motions. They differ in the
way motion is actually implemented and controlled.
Most model-based talking heads used in current text-
to-audiovisual speech synthesizers are descendants of
Parke’s (1972, 1982) software and his particular 3-D
talking head. This class of models should be classified
as terminal-analog synthesizers in the sense that they
do not aim at simulating the underlying physiologi-
cal mechanisms that produce the speech signals and
the facial deformations, but only attempt to reproduce
their geometrical consequences. We will first describe
briefly such a geometric approach and then mention
some partial biomechanical models of speech articula-
tors that are under development.

2.1. Parke’s Descendants

Baldi from the Perceptual Science Laboratory of the
University of California, Santa Cruz (PSL) (Massaro,
1998b), Holger, Sven and other characters from the De-
partment of Speech, Music and Hearing of the Royal
Institute of Technology—Stockholm (KTH) (Beskow,
1995; Beskow et al., 1997) or the Finnish Talking
Head developed at the Laboratory of Computational
Engineering of the Helsinki University of Technology
(LCE) (Olives et al., 1999) (see Fig. 1) are all 3D
computer graphic objects defined by a set of meshes

Figure 1. A gallery of Parke’s descendants. From left to right: Sven from KTH, Baldi from PSL, the LCE talking head.

describing the surface geometry of various organs
(skin, teeth, eyes, etc . . . ) involved in the production of
speech. These polygonal surfaces typically connect a
few hundred 3D vertices. Such articulated meshes are
often used as generic models in model-based move-
ment tracking systems (Li et al., 1993; Tsai et al., 1997;
Eisert and Girod, 1998) (see Fig. 2).

Control parameters move vertices (and the polygons
formed from these vertices) on the face by simple ge-
ometric functions such as rotation (e.g. jaw) or trans-
lation of the vertices in one or more dimensions (e.g.,
mouth opening or widening). Effects of these basic op-
erations are tapered within specified regions of the face
and blended into surrounding regions. Interpolation is
also used for most regions of the face that change shape
(cheekbones, neck, mouth . . . ) or for generating facial
expressions. Each of these areas is independently con-
trolled between extreme shapes and associated with a
parameter value. Eyes are often modeled by a specific
procedure that typically accepts parameters for eye po-
sition, eyeball orientation and size, iris color and size
or pupil size.

Note that these control parameters are quite hetero-
geneous: they can be the 3-D coordinates of a single
point such as lip corners, or they can drive complex
articulatory gestures such as the tuck for labiodentals,
or more complex facial expressions such as smiling or
surprise.

Such a synthesis strategy has become a standard
in the context of the industrial ISO/IEC MPEG-4
norm. An audiovisual-scene in MPEG-4 is divided into
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Figure 2. 3D meshes commonly used for tracking head postures
and face movements. From left to right: Candide (Rydfalk, 1987)
and Eisert’s MPEG4 compliant articulated head (Tsai et al., 1997).

different objects. Each of these objects will be encoded
separately. The encoded audio/video-objects are multi-
plexed together with a scene description and transmit-
ted to the viewer. At the viewer-side the datastream is
demultiplexed and all the separate audio/video-objects
are rendered, according to the scene description, in real-
time to the screen. The audio/video objects could also
be synthetically generated (SNHC Synthetic Natural
Hybrid Coding). Besides rigid 3D objects, MPEG-4 de-
fines deformable 3D structures including body and face
objects (Doenges et al., 1997; Pockaj et al., 1999). The
3D coordinates of the 84 FP (Feature Points) are con-
trolled by a set of 68 FAP (Facial Action Parameters)
that “are responsible for describing the movements of
the face, both at low level (i.e. displacement of a specific
single point of the face) or at high level (i.e. reproduc-
tion of a facial expression)” (Pockaj et al., 1999, p. 33).
More than 30 FAP control lower face movements and
are thus directly concerned with speech movements.

2.2. Articulatory Degrees-of-Freedom

In MEPG-4, three main problems arise when piloting
mesh deformations from FAP:

1. FAPs are at the same time geometric and articu-
latory degrees-of-freedom. The jaw feature point
(taken as the mean position of the two lower in-
cisors) acts also as the mean carrier of the lip move-
ments. There is thus a contradiction between an ex-
trinsic geometric control of the lip aperture and the
intrinsic articulatory control between lips and jaw.
This antagonism is solved in MEPG-4 by the la-
conic instruction associated with FAP3 open jaw

that it “does not affect mouth opening” (Tekalp and
Ostermann, 2000, p. 412).

2. Most FAPs are low level, and do not take into ac-
count speech-specific gestures, which led Vignoli
and Braccini (1999) to add another layer of control
parameters, called APs (Articulatory Parameters),
corresponding to mouth height, mouth width, lips
protrusion and jaw rotation, that control the FAPs.

3. Although these APs constitute a more comprehen-
sive set of articulatory degrees-of-freedom, the low-
level problem of computing the next position of tens
of vertices around every displaced feature point re-
mains, and cannot be solved in the articulatory pa-
rameter domain. Ad hoc solutions such as simple
tri-linear or 3D-spline interpolation, Radial Basis
Functions (RBF) or more sophisticated flesh models
could be used but these models should be parame-
terized in order to take into account the non-uniform
and non-isotropic changes of the directions of forces
applied to the skin by the underlying musculo-
skelettal structure.

Instead of ad hoc tapering or shape interpolation, we
have proposed already (Badin et al., 2000; Revéret
et al., 2000; Elisei et al., 2001) to define APs as ar-
ticulatory degrees-of-freedom extracted by a guided
statistical analysis of 3D coordinates of hundreds of
facial fleshpoints gathered on a human speaker (see
Section 6.1).

2.3. Skin and Muscle-Based Facial Animation

A more comprehensive way of addressing the prob-
lem of modeling facial deformation due to underly-
ing movements of the speech organs is to simulate
the biomechanical properties of skin tissues and of the
musculo-skeletal systems.

Instead of geometric control parameters, facial
movements are in this kind of model directly controlled
by muscular activations that are supposed to be more di-
rectly connected to communicative intentions. Ekman
and Friesen (1975, 1978) thus established the Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) that describes facial ex-
pressions by means of 66 muscle actions.

Muscles apply forces to sets of geometric struc-
tures representing soft objects, in particular skin tis-
sue. The simplest approach to skin tissue emulation is
a collection of strings connected in a network (Platt
and Badler, 1981) then organized in layers (Waters,
1987; Terzopoulos and Waters, 1990). These models
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Figure 3. Terzopoulos’ facial muscle model used by Ishikawa et al.
(1998) has the 12 muscles in the forehead area and the 27 muscles in
the mouth area. After scaling Terzopoulos’ biomechanical model to
the speaker’s morphology (a), Ishikawa et al., estimate the activations
of these muscles so as to reproduce an original facial expression (b),
and The resulting 3D reconstruction is shown in (c) (from Ishikawa
et al., 1998).

Figure 4. Joint action of the zigomatic and orbicularis oris muscles
in a 3D biomechanical model of the facial tissue (from Chabanas
and Payan, 2000). From left to right are figured the insertions of the
muscles in the subcutaneous layer, the “neutral face” and the result
of the joint action for producing a “smile”.

distinguish typically three layers: epidermal, dermal
and subcutaneous (muscular) layers as in Terzopoulos’
model (see Fig. 3). The dermal layer has in charge of
simulating the viscoeleastic properties of the skin and
of propagating the different forces exerted to the sub-
cutaneous layer by muscles to the visible epidermal
layer. Transverse deformation modes, volume conser-
vation or more complex deformation models such as
finite-element modeling (see Fig. 4) are also consid-
ered. Muscles also connect the subcutaneous layer to
the underlying bones (skull, hyoid, jaw . . . ). Interaction
between rigid structures and the skin model (notably
necessary between teeth and mouth when spreading
lips) should also be considered.

Although such models can potentially separate out
the active contribution of muscular activation from
the passive contribution of the skin tissues and of the
musculo-skeletal structure to the resulting skin defor-
mation, the dimensionality of the control space is very

high compared to the degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of the
facial geometry effectively used in the task. The muscu-
lar system is highly redundant and movements typically
recruit a few dozen individual muscles whose actions
need to be coordinated, sometimes in a very precise
way (see Section 4.2).

2.4. Videorealistic Rendering

Such geometric or biomechanical models describe with
more or less success the face shape variation according
to geometric, articulatory or biomechanical commands.
Facial surface variation is described by the 3D displace-
ments of hundreds of points in a coordinate system
bound to the skull. To synthesize a complete image
of these facial movements, a facial appearance should
be generated that accompanies facial movements: head
movements as well as skin tissue deformation generate
large but also subtle changes in the visual appearance of
the face. As the position and normal at each facial flesh-
point changes, the illumination of that point changes.
Large or small wrinkles can also appear or disappear
according to facial movements.

Rendering procedures generally begin by defining
a mesh connecting the facial points. Elementary tri-
angles constituting the mesh are then colorized using
different techniques: the simplest one consists of as-
sociating each vertex with a color and interpolating
between the facial points using standard shading pro-
cedures (see Fig. 1). Videorealistic appearance could
be obtained by applying texture mapping: A facial tex-
ture is typically obtained by identifying the position of
the facial points on photographs of the speaker. Multi-
ple views are typically collected and patched to obtain
cylindrical textures (see Fig. 5(a)) that enable free head
rotation.

We have demonstrated elsewhere (Revéret et al.,
2000) that texture blending is also necessary to model
the texture modification. This change of skin appear-
ance is due for example to the appearing/disappearing
nasogenian wrinkle—between lip corners and nose
wings—when moving from a spread towards a rounded
articulation ([afa] vs. [upu] in Fig. 5(b)): in this case,
multiple textures are warped towards the target shape
and blended according to the distance between the
target shape and those from which textures have
been extracted. A more general image-based rendering
technique called Statistical Appearance Model (SAM)
makes a more systematic use of all available training
images (see Section 3.3).
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Figure 5. Texturing 3D models with videorealistic data. (a) A cylindrical texture that enables free head rotation. (b) Warping and blending
multiple textures. Three original frames (from top to down, the speaker utters the three cardinal visemes [a], [afa], [upu]) are first warped towards
the target shape then blended.

3. Image-Based Visual Synthesis

In the past decade, a series of new systems using im-
age processing techniques has emerged. These systems
consider how the color of each pixel in an image of the
face changes according to the sound produced. These
image-based systems have the potentiality to generate
hyper-realistic images since large sets of natural videos
are used and minimal image processing is performed.
We will distinguish here between three “families” of
systems: (a) systems that select appropriate segments
of a large database and patch selected regions of the
face on a background image; (b) systems that consider
facial or head movements as displacements of pixels;
(c) systems that also compute the change of the ap-
pearance of each pixel according to facial movements
or speaker’s appearance.

3.1. Overlaying Facial Regions

The most illustrative system involving the overlap-
ping of facial regions is VideoRewrite (Bregler et al.,
1997a): as seen in Fig. 6, sequences of mouth shapes
are warped, roto-translated and overlaid with a back-
ground video. The warping stage smooths out concate-
nation artifacts. Then the mouth patch is rototranslated
onto an insertion plane approximating the head orien-
tation (see Fig. 7). This step is essential for collecting
coherent mouth shapes at the training stage, especially
when the blending between warped mouth shapes will
be computed, and for the perceptual fusion between
head and facial movements at synthesis time.

Figure 6. VideoRewrite consists in patching at the right position of
the background image a mouth shape obtained by warping images of
the database towards the target mouth shape and blending the results
(from Bregler et al., 1997a).

Figure 7. VideoRewrite estimates the best insertion planes for each
head posture (from Bregler et al., 1997a).

Although this technique seems to be completely
data-driven, VideoRewrite also uses an underlying pa-
rameterization of mouth shapes in the selection pro-
cess: the selection of visual triphones uses dynamic
programming where a distance term involves these un-
derlying parameters. Jaw lines are also determined to
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Figure 8. In the sample-based AT&T talking face, the head is de-
composed into several facial parts. To generate a novel appearance,
base head (1) is combined with mouth (5), eyes (7) and brows (6).
The mouth area is generated by overlaying lips (2) on upper teeth
(3) and lower teeth + jaw (4). This allows animating a jaw rotation
independent of the lip shape. The result of the superposition of ((2),
(3) and (4) is displayed in (5). Final image is shown in (8) (from
Cosatto and Graf, 1997; Cosatto and Graf, 1998).

obtain a realistic blending between the background
video and mouth shapes.

This patching principle can also be applied to a more
complete decomposition of the face. In the sample-
based ATT Talking Face, Cosatto and Graf (1997,
1998) decompose the face into 5 regions (see Fig. 8)
comprising the forehead, the eyes, the mouth, the upper
teeth and the chin coupled with the lower-teeth if visi-
ble. Such a further decomposition reduces the number
of parameters needed to describe each region which in
turn could be controlled in an independent manner. It
is therefore the responsibility of the control model to
capture and restore the coordination between the con-
trol parameters of the different regions, while bigger
regions have the advantage of maintaining coherence
despite possible inaccurate estimation of optimal con-
trol parameters.

3.2. Moving Pixels

Instead of considering the deformation/movement of
whole regions of the face, Ezzat (1998) tries to repro-
duce speech movements by computing displacements
of pixels on the screen. MikeTalk computes an opti-
cal flow to find where each pixel of a source image
projects/moves in a target image. Interpolation between
two images A and B—visemes in the case of MikeTalk
(see Section 4.1)—is performed by blending results of

Figure 9. MikeTalk computes and blends two optical flows in or-
der to symmetrically morph between two visemes A and B (respec-
tively here [aba] and [a]) to produce the intermediate images. Original
frames are at the left of the first top row and at the right of the second
one. From top to bottom: forward interpolation from A to B, back-
ward interpolation from B to A, blending the two interpolations and
filling the remaining holes.

the optical flow computation from A to B and B to A.
Any remaining “holes” in the interpolated images are
filled using neighboring pixels (see Fig. 9).

More recently Ezzat et al. (2002) introduced a multi-
dimensional morphable model (MMM) that uses also a
basis of N image prototypes {Ii , i = 1 . . N }. Instead of
considering only the warping between two images, any
image I is characterized and could be re-synthesized
from 2 ∗ N barycentric parameters that describes pixel
flow (α) and appearance change (β) in the image proto-
types basis. Alternative methods for building comple-
mentary models of shape and appearance changes as
well as linear models of these changes have also been
proposed.

3.3. Modeling Shape and Appearance

A classical method in computer vision for tracking
rigid or deformable objects in a complex scene is to
build a statistical model of its shape and appearance
from multiple views of the object. Medical images and
faces are good examples of objects where changes of
shape and appearance are complex and often subtle.
For face recognition, Turk and Pentland (1991) in-
troduced the Eigenfaces technique that uses Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) to compute the eigenvec-
tors of the covariance matrix of a training set of images.
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When the eigenvectors are displayed, they look like
a ghostly face, and are termed eigenfaces. The eigen-
faces can be linearly combined to reconstruct any image
with minimal distortion when using the first eigenface
components.

Whereas eigenfaces model shape and appearance
variations jointly but blindly, Statistical Appearance
Models (SAM) (Cootes et al., 2001) represent shape
and texture variations separately and then build a com-
bined shape and appearance model which controls both
shape and texture and takes into account the corre-
lations between them. First a PCA is applied to the
position of feature points to describe shape variation.
Then shape-free image patches are obtained by warp-
ing each original image so that its feature points match
the mean shape. Cylindrical textures (see Fig. 5(a)) are
obvious examples of such shape-free images: where
the face texture is projected onto a cylinder centered
on the head axis. For SAM, all images of the database
will be morphed to a single predefined mean configu-
ration of a pre-defined mesh (see also Section 2.4). An
eigenface decomposition is then further applied to these
normalized face patches. Finally a combined appear-
ance model is built by concatenating shape and texture
eigenvectors and eliminating the correlations existing
between them by applying a third PCA on these vectors.
Shape and texture eigenvectors are of course weighted
before applying PCA to compensate for unit scaling.

Active Appearance Models (AAM) using these
SAM have been successfully applied to multi-speaker
facial databases (Matthews et al., 2002). Theobald et al.
(2001) use a set of 9431 greyscale images from one
single speaker. As many as 31 first principal compo-
nent vectors are necessary to explain 90% of the data
variance.

Such a rendering technique can be extended to 3D
by incorporating views from different viewpoints (Seitz
and Dyer, 1996) or by a projection of a unique appear-
ance to a 3D surface (Brooke and Scott, 1998).

4. Control Models

We consider here the problem of how coordination of
control parameters of the various shape models pro-
posed so far can be achieved and implemented in prac-
tical terms given actual trajectories to be reproduced.
We will not address the problem of driving biomechan-
ical models by realistic muscular activations (please re-
fer to the discussion of the equilibrium hypothesis for
speech in Perrier et al. (1996)).

4.1. Visemes

The basic control model for speech articulation con-
sists in interpolating between a finite set of visual tar-
gets that can be mapped with the center of realizations
of phonemes in context. Visemes can thus be defined
as allophonic visual realizations of phonemes. Benoit
and colleagues (1992) identified 21 visemes that con-
stitute the “labial space” of the French speaker they
analyzed. Although such a control strategy, maintain-
ing the facial coherence in the vicinity of targets, is still
used in quite a number of systems (especially in image-
based synthesis—for example in MikeTalk), it does
not take into account asynchronies between movement
transitions of different articulators observed in natu-
ral speech, since a viseme constitutes per se a unique
target posture for the underlying articulatory degrees-
of-freedom of all speech articulators (jaw, lips . . . ). It
is however difficult to identify a unique target for each
viseme in each parametric trajectory. One solution is to
increase the number of such allophonic variations and
increase the complexity of the rule-based control sys-
tem; another solution is to use a more speech-specific
coarticulation model.

4.2. Coarticulation Models

Instead of a nomenclature of all possible (visual) real-
izations of phonemes in context, coarticulation models
specify algorithmically how context-independent tar-
gets are combined. The most popular system for driv-
ing parametric facial models is Cohen & Massaro’s co-
production model (1993): control parameters for each
context-independent target are blended spatially and
temporally according to weighting factors for each
phoneme considered.

Ohman’s model (1967), originally applied to lingual
coarticulation in occlusives, has also been applied suc-
cessfully to facial data (Elisei et al., 2001). This model
first identifies two groups of gestures on which the coar-
ticulation will operate: a slowly varying vocalic gesture
and rapid consonantal gestures that aim at producing
certain constrictions given the underlying vocalic ges-
tures. Consonants and vowels thus play asymmetrical
roles in the coarticulation model: the vocalic gesture is
computed first, then context-sensitive consonantal tar-
gets are computed as modulated deviations from the
underlying vocalic gesture.

Note that most control models used for more gen-
eral motor planning identify two or more different
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representation spaces for motor planning and control
(Bailly, 1998). They distinguish between the control
space for movement planning, called the distal space,
and the control parameters of the plant itself, the prox-
imal space. Muscular activations are such proximal
commands while lip geometry, coronal contact or even
acoustic parameters (formants . . . ) can be considered
as distal targets. Such control models (Browman and
Goldstein, 1990) require an inversion process able to
deal with incomplete distal specification and some
movement optimization such as minimum force, torque
or jerk requirements.

4.3. N-Phones Models

In the approaches described above, parametric trajec-
tories are essentially controlled by target interpolation
using predefined transition functions. As video-based
movement tracking and motion capture systems be-
come more and more accessible, and video storage for
post-processing can be envisaged, it is no longer nec-
essary to use coarticulation models for extrapolating
from a limited range of data.

Figure 10. Generating articulatory trajectories using audiovisual diphones. Diphones are scaled and concatenated in order to produce specific
sounds and specific sound durations. The target durations are here those of a short French utterance (“le pied du gars”) uttered by the same
female speaker who recorded the training corpus from which the diphones are extracted. The natural facial movements of the short utterance
are plotted in thick lines. 8 diphones from 5 different utterances of the training corpus have been selected and concatenated (intervals at the
bottom of the JAW1 caption). Vertical lines cue phoneme boundaries. Results of a pure concatenation is displayed in dotted lines. A simple
smoothing procedure is however applied before concatenation (final result in plain lines) consisting in a gradual anticipation of the target right to
the boundary by the trajectory within the demi allophone right to the boundary. Note the good match between natural and synthetic trajectories
for essential articulatory parameters: jaw aperture (JAW1) and lips rounding/spreading (LIPS1). Natural and synthetic trajectories have been
found equivalent in a perceptual test comparing different generation schemes (Bailly et al., 2002).

The control parameters for whole trajectories can
be stored in a segment dictionary, selected, retrieved
and further processed before concatenation. So a new
class of visual speech synthesis systems (Bregler et
al., 1997b) exploits the same popular data-driven
techniques as used for acoustic synthesis . . . and
face the same problems of determining the optimal
selection criteria and smoothing algorithms: dynamic
programming is usually used to find an optimal path
though candidate speech segments usually n-phones1

given “concatenation” and “target” costs (Takeda
et al., 1992). Selection criteria may however incor-
porate audiovisual costs. Moreover simple smoothing
procedures can be applied with success to the already
smooth articulatory gestures stored in the audiovisual
segments: Fig. 10 gives an example of our audiovisual
text-to-speech system based on the concatenation of
multi-represented audiovisual diphones (diphones
recorded in different contexts). The advantage of
audiovisual segments is that they capture the intrinsic
audiovisual correlations and asynchronies, but at the
expense of truncated coarticulation.

Note the kinematic triphone model proposed by
Okadome et al. (1999), where the kinematics of actual
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triphone articulatory tongue movements are character-
ized by the position and the first derivative of each pa-
rameter at each acoustic target of the triphone. Recon-
struction is done using a minimum-acceleration con-
straint. Such a stylization simplifies the inter-triphone
smoothing process while demonstrating good recon-
struction of velocity profiles and parameter asyn-
chronies (Shaiman and Porter, 1991).

4.4. Audiovisual Synchrony

Most audiovisual synthesis systems (post)synchronize
the visual synthesizer with the acoustic synthesizer
with via a minimal common input: a phonemic string
with phoneme durations. This approach has some clear
advantages such as the ability to couple two heteroge-
neous synthesis systems easily, or to feed visual syn-
thesis with pure acoustic speech recognition results for
“lip-sync” (Bregler et al., 1997a; Brand, 1999) that as-
sociates a synthetic animation with the natural acoustic
input signal.

Such phoneme-driven control does not, however,
guarantee a complete coherence of audiovisual sig-
nals, even when synthetic trajectories are obtained by
stretching natural ones as mentioned in the preceding
section. The lengthening of an allophone can be due to
a decrease in speech rate, pre-boundary lengthening,
lexical stress or emphatic accentuation: these different
causes result in very different velocity profiles and thus
in different kinematics.

The most obvious solution for ensuring coherent au-
diovisual kinematics is to record the acoustic signal and
visual parameters synchronously. Then concatenative
synthesis can be performed by selection of audiovi-
sual segments (Hällgren and Lyberg, 1998; Minnis and

Figure 11. The three talking faces tested by Pandzic et al. (1999).

Breen, 1998), using both segmental and suprasegmen-
tal criteria (see Fig. 10). An interesting approach is to
train a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with audiovi-
sual stimuli (Brand, 1999; Tamura et al., 1999). Viterbi
decoding of the resulting bimodal HMM will give the
most probable set of visual parameters given the acous-
tic trace (Yamamoto et al., 1998).

5. Evaluation

Given that these systems and models have been pre-
sented to different scientific communities, it is very
difficult to compare the achievements and evaluations
of each technique. Most of the time, informal evalu-
ation is performed, and very few evaluations involve
direct comparison with “ground-truth” natural motion
or video. Brand (1999) for example presented synthe-
sized (via trained audiovisual HMM) versus real facial
motion driving the same 3D model to seven observers
and found no significant preference rates. However it
is very difficult to sort out the relative influences of the
quality of the control parameters, and of the unrealistic
synthetic face with which observers were presented in
Brand’s study.

A more systematic evaluation was performed at ATT
(Pandzic et al., 1999) on 190 subjects to show the bene-
fit of audiovisual communication. The third experiment
of this study aimed at comparing the appeal ratings
for three different synthetic faces (see Fig. 11) utter-
ing the same set of messages: (a) a standard flat 3D
talking head, (b) a texture mapped 3D talking head
and (c) a sample-based talking face. Subjects were
not particularly seduced by synthetic faces: the best
score was obtained by (a) while (c) obtained the worst
rating. Surprisingly attempting to increase naturalness
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resulted in inverse satisfaction. These results seem to
contradict with the results of the first experiment eval-
uating the intelligibility of digits in noise where (a)
and (c) performed equally well. However actual and
estimated times to complete the task were both signif-
icantly higher for (c): sample-based faces seem thus
to require more cognitive effort and more mental re-
sources. This is also illustrated by the fact that, despite
their long-standing experience of audiovisual percep-
tion and successful implementation of Baldi, Massaro
recognizes that they “failed to replicate the prototyp-
ical McGurk2 fusion effect” (Massaro, 1998a, p. 22),
whereas they observed quite a number of combination
/bga/ and /gba/ responses. Perceivers thus take into ac-
count the two channels of information, as evidenced in
the reported performance of coherent audiovisual stim-
uli in noise, but the fusion of this information appears
to be more difficult in the case of synthetic stimuli be-
cause of the incoherent or impoverished information
provided by the two channels.

In most of these perception experiments however
the relevance of the control parameters, the adequacy
of deformation model and the liability of the rendering
technique were tested altogether. It is therefore diffi-
cult to diagnose which module was the most deficient.
Original glass box evaluation procedures and module-
specific benchmarks should be proposed to address this
problem (see for example (Bailly et al., 2002) for the
evaluation of movement generation models).

6. From Data to Models: Cloning Speakers
at ICP

As demonstrated by perception experiments on seg-
mental (Pisoni, 1997) and suprasegmental (Ogden
et al., 2000) aspects of acoustic synthetic speech, listen-
ers are very sensitive to subtle details of the acoustic
structure of speech signals. No doubt, observers also
anchor their comprehension of visible speech on the
coherence and subtlety of facial deformations induced
by the underlying articulatory movements. We believe
that this coherence could only be obtained by a careful
and precise collection, comprehension and modeling of
these articulatory movements and of the global interac-
tion between movements and skin deformation. In fact,
movements like lips protrusion or jaw oscillation pro-
duce deformation all over the face, while most model-
based and image-based systems described above cir-
cumscribe influence of control parameters to a limited
region using tapering or patching procedures on meshes

or images. For example, very few models take into ac-
count that the nose wings clearly move during speech
production and that some lingual and laryngeal move-
ments have visible consequences on the cheeks and the
throat.

Whatever the strategy adopted to render articula-
tory movements, there is a clear need for precise
data on articulatory and geometric DOFs of the facial
movements—at least for characterizing or labeling a
database. In the following we describe briefly the ICP
approach to facial animation that consists of cloning
actual speakers: we build speaker-specific linear shape
and appearance models. Speech gestures can be reli-
ably reproduced by the additive influence of a few pa-
rameters (typically 6) that have a clear biomechanical
interpretation.

6.1. Statistical Linear Shape Model

Motion capture devices (e.g. Qualisys, Vicon) offer
greater and greater spatial and temporal resolution to
recover, in real-time, the 3D positions of more and
more pellets or beads glued on the subject’s face.
Although the animation industry now makes inten-
sive use of these tracking systems for animating more
and more realistic virtual creatures, research institutes
still rely on the quality and efficiency of controlled
experiments. Using a very simple photogrammetric
method—previously used by Parke to build his initial
model (Parke and Waters, 1996)—and up-to-date cal-
ibration procedures, we recorded 40 prototypical con-
figurations of a French speaker whose face was marked
with 166 glued colored beads (on the cheek, mouth,
nose, chin and front neck areas), as depicted in Fig. 12.

Figure 12. Gathering fleshpoint positions using a photogrammetric
method. Here the viseme [afa] is shown.
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Figure 13. (a) Initial dispersion ellipses of the movements of 197 facial fleshpoints of a subject uttering a series of logatoms (isolated vowels,
VCV . . . ) spanning the visible articulatory space of its language (French here), (b) Residual dispersion when the contribution of 6 articulatory
parameters are subtracted from the data. Each ellipsis is centered here on the mean position of the corresponding facial point (from Elisei et al.,
2001).

Figure 14. (a) The first statistically significant lip gesture for our French speaker: rounding/spreading. Note the accompanying movement of
the nose wings. (b) The second one raises/lowers the lower lip (intrinsic lip movement that does not imply jaw. 6 such elementary gestures are
combined (linear superposition) to reproduce any speech movement for that particular speaker.

In a coordinate system linked with the bite plane, every
viseme is characterized by a set of 197 3D points in-
cluding positions of the lower teeth and of 30 points
characterizing the lip shape (for further details see
Revéret et al., 2000; Elisei et al., 2001). Although
these shapes have potentially 3 ∗ 197 = 591 geomet-
ric DOFs, we show that 6 DOFs already explain 97%
of the variance of the data (see Fig. 13). Of course
jaw opening, lip protrusion and lip opening are part
of these DOFs, but more subtle parameters such as
lip raising, jaw advance or independent vertical move-
ments of the throat clearly emerge. These control pa-
rameters emerge from statistical analysis and their in-
fluence on facial deformation is additive. These param-
eters clearly influence independently the movements of
the whole lower face (see for example the grooving of
the nasogenian wrinkles and the expansion of the nose
wings accompanying lip spreading in Fig. 14(a) and
the grooving of the chin when pulling down the lower
lip in Fig. 14(b)). These influences are sometimes sub-
tle and are not always geometrically continuous, but

should not be neglected. Although its crude linear as-
sumptions do not take into account, for now, saturation
due to tissue compression, this multilinear technique
renders nicely the subtle interaction between speech
organs and facial parts (such as formation of wrinkles
or movements of the nose wings mentioned above).

6.2. Statistical Linear Appearance Model

Such a statistical linear shape model can easily be
completed by a statistical appearance model (see
Section 3.3). We use here a particular SAM, where the
standard blind Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
of the pixel colors of shape-free image patches is re-
placed by a multiple linear regression using the articula-
tory parameters of the linear shape model. We therefore
consider only the changes of appearance strictly due
to articulatory movements. Thus instead of decompos-
ing and recomposing shape and appearance from raw
image data by applying successive PCA, both shape
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Figure 15. Shape and appearance associated with extreme variations along the first lip component (rounding/spreading) of the articulatory
model for a female speaker. The appearance model has been trained using original motion capture data where colored beads were used.

and appearance are ruled by common articulatory pa-
rameters that have a clear biomechanical interpretation.
Figure 15 shows for example the change of shape and
appearance associated with the lip rounding gesture for
one of our female speakers.

6.3. Controlling Articulatory Degrees-of-Freedom

Such joint linear shape and appearance models offer
a unique articulatory control over videorealistic talk-
ing heads. A compromise between model-based and
image-based techniques has been found that makes in-
tensive uses of statistical analysis. Both shape and ap-
pearance models are data-driven. Fine shape and ap-
pearance changes due to articulatory movements are
captured by using a dense facial mesh. Very few ar-
ticulatory parameters are used to describe the elemen-
tary degrees-of-freedom of facial deformation caused
by speech gestures. Typically 6 such parameters are
sufficient for the four speakers studied so far. Al-
though these speakers were uttering different language-
specific visemes (we recorded a French, a German and
an Arabic male speaker and a bilingual French/English
female speaker), these parameters have similar effects
on the face: these articulatory parameters are weakly
correlated and clearly associated with true biomechani-
cal movements and with phonetic/articulatory features.
We thus expect this strategy to ease the task of the
trajectory formation model. Moreover since the linear
shape and appearance model captures the articulatory
degrees-of-freedom of a human speaker, this model can
be used in an analysis-by-synthesis process for estimat-
ing the articulatory parameters given a video source
(Revéret et al., 2000; Elisei et al., 2001; Odisio et al.,
to appear). “Ground truth” articulatory trajectories can

Au: Pls.
update
Elisei et al. thus be collected on large video corpora. They can then

be used to tune speech-specific coarticulation models
or stored in an audiovisual database (Bailly et al., 2002)
for concatenative synthesis that, while not production-
based, could be termed production-aware.

6.4. Towards a Generic Talking Face

The parameters of all our speaker-specific models have
a common semantics: open/close or advance/retract
jaw, spread/round lips . . . The way and the extend they
affect face shape is speaker-dependent but their number
and their main actions is universal since we share the
facial musculo-skelettal structure. Speakers and lan-
guages differ in the way they exploit and synchronize
these elementary gestures. We can thus use PARAFAC
analysis (Harshman and Lundy, 1984) or more directly
multilinear regression to determine the speaker’s spe-
cific scaling of these universal commands.

Prior to this analysis, each speaker-specific shape
model should be characterized not only by the same
number of commands but also drive the same mesh
structure with the same number of vertices. Now
the number of fleshpoints recorded during a motion-
capture session (see Fig. 12) is limited to a few hundred
and do not entirely cover the whole head. Using a mod-
ified mesh-matching algorithm (Couteau et al., 2000),
we are able to scale a generic high-definition talking
face (see Fig. 16(a)) to the low-resolution surface de-
fined by the fleshpoints characterizing each viseme of
a session (see Fig. 16(b)). An example of the result of
a 3D to 3D matching is shown Fig.16(c).

Simply using parameters of the low-resolution
motion-capture data as linear predictors of the deforma-
tion of the high-definition mesh sketches the first step
towards a generic talking face where conformation and
animation parameters (analogue to the MPEG-4 FDP
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Figure 16. Building a generic talking face. Using an original 3D to 3D matching algorithm (Couteau et al., 2000) a unique generic “high
definition” face mesh (a) (here developed by Pighin et al., 1998) is scaled to multiple “low definition” motion capture data from one female
speaker: (c) shows the resulting geometry for the viseme shown in (b). A “high definition” articulated clone for each speaker is then developed:
(d) shows the shape deformation resulting from setting to +1 the “jaw opening” parameter. (e) same for a male speaker. All shape models are
so characterized by the same mesh, have quasi-identical fleshpoints and are driven by comparable parameters.

and FAP) are separated out. Figure 16(d) and (e) show
for example the action of the speaker-independent jaw
rotation parameter on two speaker-specific models.

7. Conclusions

The animation industry clearly drives the progress in
facial animation and we should draw some lessons
from its history. The panel session on facial anima-
tion at Siggraph’97, which involved the participation of
such notable researchers as D. Terzopoulos, M. Cohen,
F. Parke, D. Sweetland and K. Waters, discussed al-
most exclusively model-based approaches. Most of the
speakers expressed a need for more data acquisition
facilities, and a reliance on the progress of models in-
corporating true biomechanics and aerodynamics. Is
this still true?

We may draw a (pessimistic?) parallel between fa-
cial animation and the field of acoustic speech syn-
thesis, where data-driven techniques tend to question
the need for more comprehensive models of speech

production or intonation. We do however believe that
comprehensive models could be tuned from ground-
truth data using a careful use of statistical analysis
driven and constrained by the a priori knowledge of
biomechanical and aeroacoustics phenomena govern-
ing speech production.

Terzopoulos concluded his discussion: “An intrigu-
ing avenue for future work is to develop brain and per-
ception models that can imbue artificial faces with some
level of intelligent behavior”, while Waters added: “As
the realism of the face increases, we become much less
forgiving of imperfections in the modeling and anima-
tion: If it looks like a person we expect it to behave
like a person . . . ” Evidence suggests that our brains
are even “hard-wired” to interpret facial images. If car-
toons can use characters that have non-human charac-
teristics, such as dogs, cats, ants or monsters, to speak,
we are compelled to address these perception issues
and revise our evaluation criteria. We may need to
do so for acoustic synthesis as well. We do strongly
believe that current intelligibility tests are insufficient
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for estimating the cognitive load placed on the subject
when perceiving synthetic audiovisual stimuli.
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Notes

1. These segments are typically n-phones: speech segments that start
with the center of realization of one phoneme to the center of
realization of the nth next phoneme. Diphones or triphones are
usually used. Besides characteristics of the speech signal (pitch,
inter-phones boundaries . . . ) and the signal itself, accompanying
information can also be stored such as video or trajectories of
facial parameters (as in Bregler et al., 1997a; or in Okadome
et al., 1999).

2. The McGurk effect (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976) involves a
situation in which an auditory /ba/ is paired with a visible /ga/ and
the perceiver reports hearing /da/.
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